SPLICE WELD IN
COlUMN FLANGE

Tall Buildings, Bad Welds, Large
Earthquakes-Big Problems
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Opposite: The steel
frame gives this
building its strength
and stiffness. (The
building is actually in
Pasadena, incidentally.) The inset shows
the frame's construction in detail. The
columns and beamscollectively known as
members-are Jshaped in cross
section. The web
(orange) lies in the
plane of the page.
The perpendicular
flanges (red) resist
bending. The beam's
web is bolted to the
column (blue plates
with gray bolts), and
the beam's flanges
are welded (yellow) to
the column's flanges.
The backup bars form
troughs that contain
the molten weld
material.
Above: The larger
the sideways force
applied to a building,
the farther it moves,
as shown in this loaddeflection curve. If
the force is less than
the yield point, the
building will spring
back elastically. At
larger loads, something gives-either
ductilely, in which
case the members
yield but don't break,
or brittlely, in which
case they crack.

I'll start by being up front with you: last night
I spent most of the evening trying to glue my
glasses back together, so you might say I'm not
too hot on metal structures at the moment.
Having gotten that off my chest, let me begin
by giving you a brief introduction to earthquake
engineering. In a steel-frame building, the frame
supports not only the weight of the building-a
vertical load-but also withstands lateral loads
from winds and earthquakes. These lateral loads
cause the frame members to bend, and the engineering term for the action that causes bending is
"moment." Hence these frames are called moment
frames, or moment-resisting frames. The frame consists of vertical columns and horizontal beams,
and in order to transfer the bending moments
between these members, we need to have very
strong connections-usually made with welds.
Now, if you apply a lateral force to a building,
it will displace sideways in response. Engineers
plot this behavior in a load-deflection curve, such
as the one above. In the curve's elastic range,
from zero load up to the elastic limit, or yield
point, you can apply a load on and off and the
building always springs back to its original
position-it behaves elastically. At loads above
the yield point, the building no longer behaves
elastically. The postelastic behavior can be ductile, which means that the members deformthey stretch like chewing gum-but maintain
the strength of the building. Or, like my glasses,
the behavior can be brittle-as the deflection
increases, there's a loss of strength as something
snaps. Whenever possible, it's best to design
structures to have enough strength to carry their

loads in the elastic range to avoid the damage
associated with yielding. (For example, airplanes
are designed to behave elastically while airborne.)
Wind is one lateral load to be considered when
designing a building. The wind exerts a sideways
pressure on the building, and engineers understand this force pretty well. They treat wind as a
constant pressure, and even though the pressure is
significant, it's possible and economical to design
the building to withstand it in the elastic range.
This is fortunate, because if a windstorm came
up strong enough to make the building yield,
the steady pressure would actually push it over.
An earthquake, like the wind, causes a building to deflect sideways. But unlike the wind,
an earthquake is a back-and-forth action. It
reminded the ancient] apanese of how a landed
fish wiggles, so in their legends, a giant catfish
causes earthquakes. This giant catfish can make
the ground move pretty violently, and so earthquake loads are larger than wind loads-in fact,
it's not economically possible to design a building to respond elastically to a strong earthquake.
That means the building is going to yield. How
can we get away with that? How can we be sure
that the building won't collapse when it yields in
a strong earthquake? The answer has to do with
the back-and-forth nature of the ground motion.
Say the ground moves to the left, causing the
building to start to yield to the right. Then,
before the building has time to collapse, the
ground moves back to the right and gets under
the building again, and so on. You can actually
try this at home-walk up behind somebody,
give him a shove, and before he falls on his face,
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Right: Since shaking
an entire building on
demand is impractial,
engineers use a mockup of a single beamto-column joint, plus
the adjoining halves
of the members
surrounding it, as a
proxy. The column's
base is fixed to a
pivot and the beam
ends are on sliders,
closely reproducing
the conditions this
subassmebly would
feel in a building
during a quake. Two
loads are applied to
the top of the column-a vertical load,
P, which represents
the building's weight,
and the back-andforth horizontal earthquake force, F. The
story drift is determined by dividing the
resulting deflection,
1'1, by the story height,
h. The columns are
stronger than the
beams, so once the
elastic limit is
exceeded, the beam
kinks where it joins
the column; this kink
angle (8) is approximately the story drift.
Far right: A typical
force-deflection curve
from such an experiment. As in the idealized curve on the
previous page, the
force (F) is plotted
vertically and deflection (.".) horizontally.
But here the force
is appiled back and
forth, over and over
again.
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run around to the front and push him back.
This explanation's not quite good enough for
engineers, without some calculations to verify
that it's possible. So back in the 1960s and
1970s, engineers invented computerized methods
to calculate the responses of buildings to earthquakes. These mathematical models were pretty
simple, and assumed that the buildings would
behave in a ductile manner. The engineers used
the ground-motion records that were available at
the time, and were thought to be representative
of strong ground shaking, for the inputs. This
led to two conclusions.
For one, if the building has to yield, it's much
better to have the yielding occur in the beams
than in the columns. So the engineers started
making the columns stronger than the beams.
The yielding then showed up as kinks-like in
a wire that's been bent too hard-at the ends of
the beams where the bending moments are highest. This was good, because the columns held
and the building stayed up. The computer programs could also predict the amount of yielding
in the structure. I'll quantify that for our purposes by something called "story drift," which is the
sideways movement in a story divided by its
height from ceiling to ceiling.
This led to the second finding-the engineers
calculated that a reasonable story drift for the
earthquakes they were using was about 1.5 percent, or a lateral deflection of two inches per 10foot story. (A building begins to yield at about
0.4 percent, so most of this story drift actually
occurs in the yield range.) So they then had to
determine whether the actual materials used in
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a building-the steel beams and columns-could
take this kind of drift without losing strength
after yielding. In other words, did the members
have sufficient ductility)
The only way to determine something like
that is in the laboratory, and the easiest method
is to build a small piece of the building and apply
forces to it to reproduce what it would feel if it
were a part of the building during a strong earthquake. Then we measure the story deflection,
and the story drift is determined by dividing
that number by the story height.
Above is an actual force-deflection curve from
such a setup, taken from a report written back in
the early 1970s. The curve's bending toward the
horizontal is due to the yielding. You can see
that the assemblage yields in first one direction,
then the other, but you don't see much degradation in strength as the cycles continue. That's
very good. That's ductility-the strength is
being maintained as the material yields. And
if we convert the deflections from this test into
story drifts, we get about 4 percent, which is
greater than the needed 1.5 percent. So things
looked pretty good-the engineers considered
their designs to be validated, and the building
code was written accordingly. It's important to
note that the code is essentially a life-safety document, whose goal is to preserve lives by avoiding
building collapses. The code is not intended to
prevent damage to buildings.
Now, in the Northridge earthquake, the
engineers got a terrible shock of their ownthe welded connections in many steel buildings
fractured. The fact that the welds failed means

The contours on this
map of the L.A. area
show peak ground
velocities during the
Northridge earth·
quake in centimeters
per second. (The
green triangle marks
the quake's epicenter.) The dots show
the locations of steelframe buildings, as
gleaned from the
county assessor's
records. Red dots are
high-rises (six stories
or taller), yellow dots
are one· to five-story
structures, and blue
dots are buildings
whose height was
not recorded. Map
prepared by the
California Office of
Emergency Services.

Many welds
failed well within their elastic
range. BecauJe
they never reached
yield, the
designed strength
of thoJe members
was never
achieved.

that these buildings are nor as d ucri Ie as we
thought- they' re more on the britd e side.
(Remember that ductility is the foundation
of Ollf design p hilosophy.) Furt hermore, many
we lds fai led well within t heic elastic range.
Because rhey never reached yield, rhe designed
strength of t hose members was never achieved.
Now, one optimistic point of view says that since
rhe code is a life-safety document, and si nce
Northridge was a pretty good shake and none
of the steel buildings fell down, the code was
a success. Sure, we had some damage, bur the
code really doesn't try to prevent damage. T his
view is aCtually still held by some engineers, but
you can make a couple of points against if.
First, the buildings really did n't get shaken
all that hard. In t he map above, the dots represent steel buildings, and the contours are the
peak ground velocities in the Northridge earthquake. (Peak ground velocity is probabl y the
best single parameter for gauging the damage
poteorial of an earthquake, because even a large
acceleration , if applied for a short duration, may
not be sufficient to get the building to move.)
T he map shows that the most damaging ground
motions occu rred in the Santa Susana Mountains
to t he north; where there are very few steel buildings----or other buildings, for that matter. So
most of the steel buildings got only moderate
shaking .
Which leads to the second point : the way
in which the code represems an earthquake is
deficient. We soon realized that, even for this
moderate earthquake, the ground motions and
attendant high ground velocities to the north of

th e epicenter were larger than anticipated by the
bui lding code. T he records that the engin eers
used co validate their design procedures back
in the 1960s and 1970s didn't show any such
velocities . It can be seen in retrospect that
California simply wasn't densely instrumented
enough back then to catch them. Most of the
eanhquakes the engineers used, such a.'> the 1940
El Centro (magnitude 6 .9) and the 1952 Kern
County (7 .5), occurred in rural areas where there
weren't many strong-motion sensors. The 1971
San Fernando eatt hquake (6.7), which shook
urban Los Angeles, did in fact register a ground
velocity of 11 3 centimeters (about four feet) per
second at nearby Pacoima Dam. But this sensor
was atop a steep ridge, which was blamed for the
strong motions, and so this velocity was discounted as being inapplicable to what a building in the
flatlands might feel.
In sunlmary, then, the building code is supposed to be written for larger earthquakes than
Northridge, yet th e code didn't anticipate the
ground motions felt even in this moderate quake.
Furthermore, the welds failed in buildings that
didn't get the strongest shaking that Northridge
had to offer. What does this tell us about what's
going to happen in larger earthquakes? I'll come
back to that, but first let's take a closer look at
what did happen in the Northridge quake.
Most of the steel buildings that were shaken
in the Northridge earthquake look fine from the
outside. (Remember that no steel buildings collapsed, al t hough other, weaker structures did.)
But if YOLI go inside, and uncover some of the
beam-to-column connections (which is a lot of
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In some cases,
more than 50
percent of the
welded connections are broken;
in a few buildings, nearly every
connection has
gwen way.

Right: Exposing the
beam-to-column connections so engineers
can inspect them
means cutting
through drywall, strip·
ping away insulation,
and sometimes dealing with asbestos.

Below: This beam's
lower flange is completely severed where
it joins the column.
The earthquake also
sheared off some of
the original connect·
ing bolts-these are
replacements. Practically all of the weld·
ed joints in this building had something
similar happen.

6

work, by rhe way), you'll see rhings like rhe
pharo at left. The flanges, which carry most of
the bending mo ment , are cracked clear through
at the welds. The cracks somet imes extend into
the web of th e beam or column, an d , very occasionally, th e member is torn in two. We know
that this problem exists in abom 100 or so buildings. In some cases, more than 50 percent of the
welded connect ions are broken; in a few buildings, nearly every connection has given way. And
there are perhaps another 200 suspect buildings
that we haven't really looked at yet.
Why did this happe n? Remember that we
confine the building's yielding to the beams,
causi ng th em co kink at their ends, which is
exactly where the welds are. So the welds were
hig hly srressed, and rhey didn'r ho ld up. Why
not? There are at least four reaso ns. First of all ,
quality control , to put it bluntl y, is often nOt very
goocl as rhese buildings are bu il L There sim ply
aren't enough building inspeccors for the volume
of construction, and some contractors just aren't
we ll-educated in the imporcance of following the
code-they either don't have the specs on hand at
rhe job sire, or rhey don 't follow them. And
bui ldi ngs aren' t like airplanes, which provide a
good reading really quickly the first time a test
pi lot takes one up. A badl y built building can
stand fo r qu ite a while before its weaknesses are
revealed in an earthq uake. So the welds that
fraecured probably had lars of small defee rs (Q
begin with . Second, rhe material used for th e
welds is not very fracture-res istant. N o one was
expecting bri ttle fracture to be a problem, so why
pay more for fracrure-res istant material when the
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need is not apparent ? Third, there was little or
no heat treating done du ring th e welding, which
means that the welds cooled very fast, and that
tends to embrittle th em . The more slowly a weld
cools -if you put an electrically he'cltecl blanket
on it, for example- the more du ct ile it will be.
And finall y, the backup bar- which helps retain
the molten material as the weld coois--often
d idn't fuse complerely wirh rhe col umn. Thar
gap between the bar and the col umn often
became the notch where the crack started.
One might reasonably ask why the labo!'arQ(Y
tests didn 't pick this kind of thing up. There are
multiple reasons here, too. For one, the tests
were generall y done at small scales-say, onethird scale-and at slow loading f'J.tes, because
there wasn't enough money to buy the large
equipment and fast aCtllatQrs necessary to give
fuJI-sized connection specimens the shaking they
wou ld reall y feel in an aCtual earthquake. Also,
the quality control on the laboratOry welds that
the researchers made was probably a lot better
than it is at the co nstruCtion site. These factots
worked together to make the test res ults better
than, and not a fair indicat ion of, what might
happen in the field. However, if you go back
throug h the old laboratory reports, you do find a
fai r number of premat ure fractures caused by the
weld-fractu re problem, even in those small-scale
specimens. The researchers, when asked about
this after Northridge, said, "W ell , it's all in the
repo rts," and the eng inee rs replied, "We don't
have time to read your reports. Wh y did n't you
yell and scream about it ?" And so it goes. It 's
h II man nature.
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Above: These horizontal displacements,
velocities, and accel·
erations (bottom, mid·
die, and top traces,
respectively) were
recorded near the
Olive View Hospital
in Sylmar during the
Northridge quake.
Idmaxl stands for
peak displacement,
Ivmaxl is peak veloci·
ty, and lamaxl is peak
acceleration.
Right: The slip-pulse
mechanism tends to
focus an earthquake's
energy. In the Northridge quake, a south·
dipping thrust fault (a
fault where one side
overrides the other
instead of slipping by
sideways) ruptured
at its base. The slip
pulse propagated up·
ward and to the north.
At the instant of the
sketch, the slip pulse
is rupturing the red
region and is moving
up-fault (red arrows).
The yellow region has
finished slipping. The
slip pulse feeds energy into the shear
wave traveling ahead
(dashed purple line),
which will eventually
reach the surface
near point A. Thus
the region to the north
experienced more
damaging ground
motions than did the
built-up area to the
south, or even the
epicenter (point B).

The Federal Emergency Managemem Agency
is now fund ing a research prog ram to try to find a
solution. Phase I, which I was involved in, is juSt
wrappi ng up, and Phase II is about to start. The
firs t thing the tas k force did was investigate the
scale effece by tes ting more nearly full-sized connect ions in the higher-capacity rigs that are now
available. And although the task force improved
q uality control-they used better weld material,
ground off the back up bar, and did heat trea tmems-the cracks appea red, so it seems that our
fundamental design was bad. So we're now trying to reduce the stress the welds must carry by
weldi ng cover plates over the joints. The cover
plates strengthen the connection of the beam
to the column , forcing the yielding out inca the
beam where there's no weld to break. T his met hod has had some successes, although the re are still
problems [hat we hope Phase " will solve. I
might add that the sol ution, when one is found,
is liable to be pretty expensive.
In the meanrime, some of the buildings
damaged in the Northridge earthquake stil l sit
vacant, waiting for a solution to emerge. O thers
have been torn down. But the majority of building owners can't afford to let thei r real es tate sit
id le indefin itely, and are fixi ng their buildi ngs
one way or another. In the absence of a definitive
solution, the city of Los Angeles has issued its
own g uidelines fo r bu ilding rehabilitation, esse ntially saying, "If you rake these suggested actions
we' ll approve your plans expeditiously now, so
that you can p ut your building back in use, bur
we may require you to do more thi ngs later on."
Now let's turn to the ground-motion side of

the equation. Above is a record of the ground
motion felt in Sylmar during the Northridge
earthq uake, in a reg ion of strong shaking to
the northeas t of rhe epicenter. It shows pretty
high accelerat ions, which are a concern, but I
want to focLls on the rapi d displacemenr-a
rough ly 60-centimeter (about twO feet) peak-rotroug h pulse that happened in less than a second.
That kind of motion has a very high damage
potencial, and it simply wasn't present in the old
ground-mot ion records that the engineers used
when they we re validating the desig n procedures.
These large, rapid displacements are what seismologists call "near-source direc tivity effects"a very important idea that I want to disc uss in
some depth, Over the last decade, Professor of
Engineeri ng Seismology Tom H earon (Ph D '78)
and his colleagues ar rhe U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) and Cal[ech have discovered some very
imeresting th ings about how a ru pture proceeds
on a fau lt-namely that, at any given instam,
only a small part of the fault is involved in the
slip. The slip ac tually takes place in a pulse that
propagates along the fault, as shown above, and
the amount of slip wi th in this pulse is q ui te
large. Now, the fault's slip produces shear waves
that travel OUt in all di rect ions. Since the slip
pulse trave ls at a slig hrly lower speed than rhe
shear wave (a fact also discovered by Hearon, et
a1.), each successive bit of fault slip co ntributes
more energy to the part of the shear wave being
sent out ahead of the rupture, buildi ng the wave
lip to a very large amplitude. So, in general, the
largest ground motions are goi ng to be observed
in areas tOward which the faul t is rupturi ng .
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Left, top to bottom:
The Northridge qua ke
in one-second intervals, as seen from a
vantage point above
and perpendicular to
the fault plane. The
axes are marked in
kilometers. The star
in the first panel plots
the earthquake's
hypocenter, or point
of origin. From there,
the slip pulse travels
northward and toward
the surface. The
darker the color,
the larger the slip
in meters during that
interval, as shown in
the bottom panel.
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Right: The colored
zones are L.A.'s main
thrust faults. The
sawtooth lines mark
the faults' upper
edges; those that
reach the surface
have black teeth. The
black blobs represent
earthquakes this cen·
tury (labeled with
their year and magnitude). The figures in

Llrth 'l"",ke, in the 1<>< Angd..,; Me,ropoj;un Reg ;o,, : Sr,,,,,,", V()iu nl(' 26 7. PI' , 1Y'}--21)~.
1 Y') ~, ("--'}l'), t '~h, 1995 b)· th<; AITl\" '(-:cn A,=i~,jon for ,he AJ" "ncemem ofScic()c~

show the size earthquake that could happen if an entire fault
broke at once, and the
recurrance interval in
years for that quake.
Abbreviated fault
names: SSF= Santa
Susana, MCF= Malibu
Coast, HF= Hollywood, RF= Raymond,
C·SF= Clamshell-Sawpit, SJF= San Jose,
COMP= Compton.

Bm the fault slip is deep underground~how
do the seismologists know what's going on down
there? They solved what's called an inversion
problem. They took sttong ground-morion data
and geodetic data~surveyor' s measurements of
surface displacements caused by the earthquake
~and back-calculated what must have happened
down there in order to give the observed motions
up here. Hearon and Dave Wale! (PhD '93) of
the USGS deve loped a lot of the methodology
used in those calculations, and also generated rhe
set of images at left, which show the Northridge
earthquake from start to finish at one-second
intervals. The slip pulse's passage along the
fault is clearly visible.
As I said, the Northridge earthquake was onl y
a magnitude 6.7, yet it created stronger ground
motions than are represented in the code. Bur we
have even larger earthquakes in California. The
San Andreas and the H ayward faults, which are
capable of generating large earthq uakes, pass
close to some of our major cities, which means
that we can have very strong near-source effects
within our metropolitan areas. This is of real
concern. What abom Los Angeles?
You may be surprised to learn that in the
1920s, the seismic threat to L.A. was quite a
lively ropic. Robert Hill, a well-known geologist
at the time, wrote a book on the subject. H e was
so proud of his conclusion that he put it on the
cover: "This book completely refutes the prediction ... that Los Angeles is sbout to be destroyed
by earthquakes. It proves that this area is not
only free from the probability of severe seismic
disturbances, but has t he least to fea r from Acts
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of God of any city und er the American flag." f
won't ralk about the fires and floods we've had of
late, but 1 can say something about eanhquakes
in the Los Angeles region.
Measurements by many people, among them
Ken Hudnut (a Cal tech postdoc now at the
USGS) and Andrea Donnellan (MS '88, PhD '92)
of Ca!tech's J et Propulsion Laboratory, have documented a north-south compression of the Los
Angeles region by about one centimeter per year,
which is thought to arise from the bend in the
San Andreas fault to the city's north. LaSt January, eight geologists associated with the Southern
California Earthquake Center, including] im
Dolan (a Cal tech postdoc now at USC), and
Caltech Professor of Geology Ketry Sieh as lead
authors, published a paper that assumed that this
compression is accommodated by the system of
thrust faults shown in the map above, and calculated how these faults could plausibly release the
accum ulated pressure, based on their known slip
rates and other dara. Now we don't know whether this stress is relieved in a few large earthquakes, or a lot of smaller ones, or some mix in
between, but this compression by itself is enough
to g ive us one magnitude-7.3 shaking about
every 150 yeats. In the last 200 years, we've only
had two magn itude 6.7s, Northridge and the San
Fernando earthquake of 1971 , so this seems to
indicate that there are going to be some large
earthquakes sooner or later, and that one such
quake might be overdue.
What migh( this quake do to LA.'s steel
buildings? For the sake of discussion, I'm going
to consider a magnitude- 7.0 earthquake on the

The hypothetical
magnitude· 7 earth.
quake on the Elysian

Park fault (rightl
starts 15 kilometers
below the surface and
has a peak slip of four
meters, as shown by
the colored contours.
In the grid of observing stations at the
ground's surface, the
letter Indicates north·
south location, and
the number is east·
west position. The
ground motions
predicted at grid point
CS (below) are plotted
to the same scale as
the Sylmar ground
motions on page S.
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Right: As an earth·
quake kicks the
ground out from under
a building (A through
C), the lower stories
are dragged along
while inertia briefly
keeps the upper
stories at rest. Then
by the time the upper
stories respond to the
initial outward
motion, the ground is
bringing the lower
ones back in, and the
two parts of the build·
ing are moving in different directions at
once (D and E).
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Elysian Park rhrust ramp (part of the purple
region 011 th e map), which di ps [Q the north and
passes di rectly beneath downtown Los Angeles.
Consideri ng that our recem 6.7 was on a blind
thrust f.1 ult, and that the magnitude-7. 5 Kern
COUnty quake of 1952 occu rred in a sim ilar
rectoni c serei ng, th is seems prerey plausible.
H ow do we know how the ground is going to
move in a future earthquake, like OUf h ypotheti~
caJ magnitude 7 .01 Well , the seismologis ts come
through aga in. I've mentioned the inverse problem; this is the forward preblern. Through their
inverse stlldies, seismologists have developed a
pretty good idea of how ground rupture takes
place, so they can impose a reasonable faultrupture scenari o on a mathematical model of a
chunk of the ea rth. From th is they can compute
the g round motion anywhere, including on the
surface. For th is hypothetical mag nitude 7.0,
which Tom and Dave ran for me, the most damaging g round motions occur to the souch, in the
area rowa rd which the rupture is propagating. In
th is region, say at locat ion C5, the peak accelemtion isn't so big, because we're some distance
from [he (.,,11[. Bur look at [he peak displacemeflt- 182 centimeters is abo ut six feet, and
this fault doesn 't even break the surface! And
the accompanying velocity is 139 centimeters per
second- about four and a half feet per secondwhich is a pretty good leap for a piece of solid
ground . N eed less to say, this is very worrisome.
let's consider how a building could be affected
by this leap, which is actuall y a double leap----out
and back. 1n other words, th e moving ground
carries the base of the bui ld ing out with it an d
then brings it back. The outward movement
gets the bu ild ing goi ng forward at a high veloci[ y; [hen [he ground d oubles back (and [he lower
stories with it), putting the building under enormous stress. Even if the building can arrest its
forward motion, it's liabl e to experience severe
deformations in the lower part of irs structure. If
th e welds are popping on tOp of this, ie's going to
have a very hard time stopping, greatly increasing
[he likeli hood of collapse.
Now it's time for some engineeri ng analyses.
I fed the ground motio ns -the Sylmar one fro m
[he Nort hr idge earthquak e and [he C5 one from
the sim ulated magnitude 7 .O-intO a computer
model of how a s(eel~frnme bui ldi ng behaves
when shaken. This model is a more sophisticated
descendant of the ones that the engineers were
using back in the 1970s. One imp rovement is
that th is prog ram is ab le to approximately repre~
sent weld fracture. But weld frac ture is only one
of the ways in which a building can lose strength
and stiffness. Another way is that, when a beam
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The 2O-story building
before the C5 ground
motion hits. The displacement pulse will
be toward the left.

At t=6 seconds, the
ground is approaching
its maximum horizontal displacement of
182 centimeters.
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This flexure creates
a ripple of breaking
welds that travels up
the building.
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CS

3.0

12.4

20-srory 2.0

*

Above: Peak story
drifts (shown as
percentages) calculated for a six·story and
a twenty-story steel
frame building subjected to the Sylmar
and C5 ground motions. The asterisk
indicates a collapse
predicted by the
computer.
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kinks, th e flange that's in compression can buckle. Flange buckling can be a very significant type
of deterioration, but it's extremely hard to mode l
and my program isn't smart enough to do it.
And the base plates, which secure columns to
their foundations, can ('til; concrete slabs can
crack; beams can buckle in torsion; the list goes
on and on . So sometimes the program computes very large story drifts, and I'd have to think
that if it had included more deterioration mechanisms, the building would have collapsed . We
should interpret these large Story drifts as actual
collapses, even though the output doesn't explicitly say so. The tab le at left shows the peak story
drifts computed for a six-stol.Y and a 20-story
structure subjected to our two ground motions.
The Sylmar numbers are pretty good news.
Story drifts of 2 and 3 percent are not un reasonable, especially considering the ground motion's
strength and the weld-fracture problem. So even
if we'd had more steel-framed buildings hit with
near-source directivity effects as measured in
Sylmar, we probably shou ldn't have seen any
collapses. However, the Sylmar record doesn't
represent the Northridge earthquake's strongest
motion-it's JUSt one of the strongest ones that
happened to get recorded. The most damaging
gro und motions occ urred in the mountains north
of the San Fernando Valley, and m ight have
caused problems had there been buildings up
t bere to feel them. This is now being studied.
The C5 ground motion is another story . The
six-story building has a 12 percent story drift,
which is one of those numbers that we have to
interpret as a collapse, and the 20-story building
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Sylmar

By t=16 seconds, the
building is hopelessly
overbalanced and on
its way to oblivion.
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At t= 7 seconds, the
ground is returning to
its original position,
causing the building
to "crack the whip."

TIME
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TIME"" 16.0

collapses outright. T he sequences of images
across the top of thiS page are from a computeranimated mov.ie that Wayne Waller of Cal tech's
Media Integration Lab made from the data generated by my 20-srory building model and the C5
ground motion. All of the displacements in these
graphics have been ampl itled by a factor of tlve
for clarity, and the little triangles denote fractured welds. The sequence ends with the building clearly headed for collapse. (Convergence
problems in the computer code prevent the model from following the building all the way down.)
So--now that I've shown you these things,
here's the big question: Are our steel buildings,
which we tbought were our most earthquakeresistant type of structure, liable to collapse?
We've seen that they're going to behave brittlely
during earthquakes, l10t ductilely as we expected.
Also, we can get near-source ground motions
from large earthquakes that arc considerably
stronger than the building code provides for.
Furthermore, large earthquakes have duration
effects that are not anticipated properly. A
magnitude 7.5 can give you 30 seconds of strong
shaking, instead of th e seven or eight seconds felt
in the cases I've shown here, and deterioration is
a function of duration. So J th ink that when we
consider these things, we have to admit the possibility that some of our steel buildings will collapse. In J apan, where they build stronger buildings with much better quality control than we do
here, they had some problems in the Kobe quake.
I've heard from a reliable source that about
30 low-rise modern steel build ings collapsed,
although I haven't been able to confirm that.

Steel columns in
Japanese buildings
are not I-shaped but
square in cross
section. In the Kobe
quake, some columns
snapped (below), toppling buildings (right).
In this picture of the
underside of an upper
story, you can see the
hollow square of the
column that used to
support the corner of
the building.

What about the real high-rises? I only looked
at a 20-story building; what about the skyscrapers ? It turns out that they are actually probably
safer, for various reasons. They're relatively
stronger than t he mid-rise and shorter bu ildi ngs,
because th ey'te designed to carry larger loadshigher wind loading on their bigger surface areas,
and, of course, their own heavier weights. Also,
skyscrapers like to vibrate back and forth very,
very slowly- their natural resonant freq uencies
are quite low-and only a very large earthquake
would have enough low-frequency motion to
really grab hold of rhem and make rhem move.
However, the geologists are n't ruling out such an
earthquake, and our experience with Northridge
tells us that we have to assume that the welds in
these buildings are deficient. So that's something
that deserves more study.
By now, if yo u work in a steel building, you're
p robab ly starting to wonder about your chances .
Life is full of risks, and there are ways to q uant ify
them. (l th ink ie's something we should do more
of.) Lct's be blunt-what are the chances of getting killed by a steel building if yo u work in one?
Here's how to figure it out. First, you ask a seismologist what the probability of a large earthquake is, and what t he p robab ility is that your
building will be in the near-source region, and
you mu lt.iply t hose numbers together. Then you
ask an engineering researcher what the probability is that your building will collapse. I don't
know what answer you'll ge t, but it may be a
fairl y modest percentage-nor every building is
going to collapse. Multiply again , and th en you
mu ltip ly that figure by the fraction of your time
that you actually spend in the build ing . If you
work there eight hours a day, five days a week,
t hen you only spend abollt 23 percent of your
time there. (This has been a saving g race for
many earthquakes-they hit any hour of the day,
any day of the week with equal probability, so
the odds are good that you wo.n't be in the bui lding when the time comes.) You can reduce your
calculated risk still further because most buildings don't pancake when they fail. Usua ll y, only
a few floors collapse-we saw that a lor in Kobe.
So you want to also consider the odds that you're
going to be on one of those floors. If you work
aJJ of that out, you may find a number you can
live with, especiall y if you compare it to some
other numbers- the probability of being hit and
killed by a drunk driver, fo r example. It's impotrant to keep th ese things in perspective.
But there's more to an earthquake's to ll than
lives lost- there's property damage. The Northridge quake cost us about $20 billion at last
count; d irect property damage fto m the Kobe

quake is currentl y about $100 billion. An
Elysian Park earthquake under downtown Los
Angeles would easily cost as much as Kobe.
Can our economy take a $lOO-billion hir? When
people were coming up wi th the building code's
philosophy 30 years ago, we weren' t hav ing many
earthq uakes. Therefore it seemed reasonable to
des ign minimal buildings that were just strong
enough to avoid collapse (or so they tboug ht),
and it wasn't economical to worry about damage
control. Today we have a much better idea of the
earthquake threat, and things look more ominous. I'd be willing to bet that if it were possible
to do a proper economic analysis, it would now
make much more sense to design stronger buildings to limit damage. And, of course, stronger
buildi ngs would also save more lives .
For many years now, new buildings on the
Caltech campus have been designed by increasing
the code forces by 50 percent. This is just smarr
business practice: we sit on top of the Raymond
fault; the Sierra Madre fault is just a few miles
away; we're self-insured . I think that such
designs wi ll become more common as more people, includi ng the code writers and the government, realize the benefits of damage control.
The Moore Laboratory of Engineering, currently
under construction, is a very strong building with
reinforced concrete walls . That's a good design
choice for earthquake country, but what's particularly relevant to our discussion of steel frames is
the penthouse. We used bolted flange connections there, even thoug h welding is cheaper,
as we JUSt weren't comfortable with the defect
potential of the welds. Bolted connections,
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Above: This unrein·
forced masonry
building in downtown
Coalinga collapsed in
the 1983 earthquake.
Many California cities
still have large stocks
of such buildings, and
no retrpfit programs.

Above: The Gordon
and Betty Moore
Laboratory of Engi.
neering, currently
under construction,
has a steel·frame
penthouse with fully
bolted connections.
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however, should behave like perfect, defect-free
welded ones.
Now, finally, in an effort to make you feel a
little better about steel buildings, and to again
put things in perspective, let me remind you that
there are a lot worse things out there. Unreinforced masonry-seen in buildings predating the
1933 Long Beach earthquake-is one, as has been
demonstrated many times, such as in the 1983
Coalinga quake. Several cities, including Long
Beach and the city of Los Angeles itself, have
tried to address this problem by requiring the
owners of such buildings to do nominal retrofits,
such as tying the masonry walls to the floors so
that the walls don't pull away and come crashing
down. (This is the simplest thing you can do to
get obvious benefits. It will avert collapse in
medium-sized earthquakes, but it probably won't
be enough in large ones. You're reinforcing the
weakest point, which means that the failure is
just transferred to the next weakest point. This
is a general problem with retrofits.) Many other
cities haven't done anything yet. Unreinforced
masonry buildings remain a real problem, much
worse than the steel-building situation.
Reinforced-concrete-frame structures built
before the early 1970s are also very hazardous
during earthquakes. They're very brittle, and
the things that seem to go first are the columns,
which are bad parts of your building to have fail.
(l know an engineer who uses the term "ductilely
challenged" to refer to this type of construction.)
No cities have yet taken action to address their
inventories of these nonductile concrete buildings. Two- and three-story wood-frame apartment buildings with an open first story given
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over to parking are another problem, as we've
seen in Northridge; in general, the damage to
multistory, multifamily wood-frame buildings
was greater than expected. Again, most of these
buildings were built before modern codes. (Even
something as seemingly minor as using a smallerdiameter nail than the code calls for can make a
significant difference in a structure's strength.)
The most infamous example, of course, is the
Northridge Meadows Apartments, whose collapse
killed 16 people. Even some types of modern
structures, namely precast concrete parking
garages, are known co be collapse hazards-we
lost seven of them in the Northridge earthquake.
It has become traditional, in the months following a damaging earthquake in California, for
the governor to call on a blue-ribbon panel to
investigate the structural failures caused by that
quake. The panel eventually issues a report summarizing the engineering lessons learned, and
recommending modifications in the building
codes and other precautions that-if implemented-should significantly reduce damage in subsequent earthquakes. A glance at the titles of these
reports gives us an unintended insight into
California's earthquake problem. After the 1989
Lorna Prieta quake, the Board of Inquiry viewed
the situation as "Competing Against Time." The
Seismic Safety Commission, in its recent report
on the Northridge earthquake, sees the need for
"Turning Loss To Gain," although someone has
said that, following the lead of Lorna Prieta's
Board ofInquiry, a better title would have been
"We Lost." Certainly, if we don't pay serious
attention to our earthquake threat, we'll be
"Picking Up the Pieces" in a future report.

Associate ProfeHor 0/ Cit!i! Ellgineeringjolm Hall
was tbe team leaderfor the Earthqllake Engineering
Imtitl/te's reconneli.l'Jauce of the Nortbridge earthquake,
and jJarticipated in the SeiJllzic Safety COrllllzissior/s
study of that quake. (He was the secretary to the
Board o/Inqlliry into tbe Lama Prieta eartbq/lake.)
He is afro a member of Caltram' Sei.wzic AdvisotJ
Board and the White Home Ojjia: of Science and
Technology Pafilis National Earthquake Strategy
Working Group. His reJearch (lmziJines computer
simulatiom. laboratmJ models. emd field testing. and
/ocmes on the nonlinear respome ofstmctl/res. eJjlecially
high-rise iJlti!dingJ and concrete dam,f. to earthquakes.
Hall's degreeJ il7 civil engineering tire CI BS from \Ve,ft
Virginia University i17 1972. em !VIS /rom tbe
University 0/ Illinois in 1973, and a PhD (Leith a
lIZinor in .rci.rllZology) from U C Berkeley in 1980: he
aim ha.r sCt!cral years' U'orth ol"real-zwrld" experience
in a .rtructttral design office. This article is adapted
from a recerzt Watron lerture.

Bodies of Steel on Legs of Rubber
Below: A three-story
base-isolated building
gets bent out of shape
bv the C5 ground
motion in these stills
from another Media
Integration Lab movie.
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Above: The peak story
drifts calculated for a
three-story baseisolated building with
a 16-, :zo., or 24--inchwide moat, when sub.
jected to the Sylmar
and C5 ground

motions. An exclamation point Indicates
that the building hit
the moat wall, and an
asterisk indicates a
collapse predicted by
the computer.
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1('s a common m yth that many bui ldings .in
Southern California are on rollers. N oc so) but
we do have about half a dozen base-isolared
buildings, which are built on rubber pads, and
we're building more. l['s a similar idea to the
rollers- put something soft between the g roupd
and the buildi ng to cry to redu ce the g roupd .....
motion that travels up into the building ....This is
expensive, so it's only been used so far for critical
structures, such as hospitals and emergency operations ceneers, that need CO rem ain funccional
after earthquakes. How would nea r-source
ground motions from a large q uake affect
such buildi ngs'
The desig ns for base-iso lated struCtures are
generally more sophisticated than for fixed-base
buildings, and the engineers do usually take some
account of the near-source direCtivity effect-it's
the controlling issue, in fact. Consequently, a
major design goal is CO keep rh e building's displacements reasonable, so that the StruCturE does
not move too far on the pads. Otherwise, the
building's weighr would squ as h rh e pad sideways, and the structure would drop down. So
as an added precaution, the eng ineers often put
Stops- usually low conc rete walls-around the
building to act as a barri er. This is just so everyone can sleep better at night, because the building isn't supfX>sed to aCtually hit them. If that
ever happe ned, it would damage the struCture
and probably wreck rhe comems- rhe building
would n't exactly be functional any more. The
zone of free movement between the building and
the stops is called the moat; the moat's width,
and ensuring that the pads remain stable within
this width, is the critical design issue.

TIME
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I have anoth er computer program-it's rather
crude, bur ir models a lor of rhe yielding behavior
and other nonlinear features that are important
for rhis problem- wirh which I've analyzed rhe
response of a three-story base-isolated building to
the Sylmar and C5 ground motions. J considered
three cases: a 16-inch-wide moat, which is typical of rhe buildings we've already builr; a 24-inch
moat, a better design that's typical of several
buildings now gojng up close to major faults;
and an intermediate 20-i nch moat. The results,
as seen in the tab le at left, aren't encouraging .
The building coll ided wir h rhe sraps in rhree of
the six trials, and collapsed once. There are also
some very high story drifts, which agai n shou ld
be interpreted as collapses.
There are onl y twO cases that mig ht appear
satisfactory-the twO bettet-designed isolation
systems in (he Sylmar ground motion. But even
there, we're getting stOry drifts that tell us that
rhe building yields. This is nor good, because iu
order to eosure that the building and its contents
will still be in working order after the shaking
stops, the engineer usually makes the promise
rhar rhe building is going CO behave elasrically.
But that's nor true even in Our best results-there
is some structural damage. Across the top of the
page are some stills from a movie we made of the
20-inch maar for rhe C5 g rou nd morion. The
displacements and the moat wid th are amplified
by two, in order to see them better. Note how
much rhe bu ilding yields afre r ir hirs rhe wall.
So the near-source ground motions being used
in rbe design of base-isolared buildings could be
roo small, and rhe resu lring buildings may nor,
in facr, be "earrhquake-proof." D -JH
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